VOCABULARY	171
/tyuvu9 i.q. JiyuhP, q.v», like, alike, 5.
heyiv, see Jiyonu.
hoz^m^ see ASdun.
jo Ail, adj. Ignorant, illiterate;  as subst., an  ignorant fool,
'   K.Pr.46.
jan, adj. good, excellent, first-rate; jdn ga&hun, to turn out
well, to have a happy result, 85; jdn kydh, how well! how
excellently! 89.
jndn9 m. knowledge; esp. the true knowledge (of the Saiva
religion), 12; jfidna-marg, the path of knowledge, the way
to the knowledge of the Supreme,, 63; jndna-prakdsk, the
light of knowledge, illumination consisting in the true
knowledge, 6; sg. gen. (in m. pi. nom.) j-Mndk* amlar
pairitL having put on the garments of knowledge, 76.
Cf. gydn and zdn.	' •
jay, f. the .position, or place, of anything ; ar*h$sjay9 a position
in the sky (the whole world, "being flooded, is represented as
merely a waste of waters bounded by the sky), 50.
jyoti, £ brilliance, illumination, bright light; $etk-jy&tii the
illumination of the intelligence, the pure light of Intelligence,
pure Intelligence, i.e. the Supreme, or Siva-tattva, the first
stage in the process of the universal manifestation of the
Supreme Siva, looked upon as pure light, without anything
to shine upon, or as the pure *I', without even the thought
or feeling of '1 am ', i. e. of being. See Kashmir SAaiyism,
fase. i., p. 63« Sg* dat. $elh-jydti9 (absorbed) in this Siva-
tattva, 76,
ko, in ko-zana, see k6~zana.  .
, f. the lap, the lower part of the bosom; dat. (for aec.)
kfcM, 70.
) m. one who extracts seeds from raw cotton, a cotton-
cleaner ; sg. ag. &od\ 102.
kti-deA, m. an evil body, a vile body, (this) vile body (of
mine), 7.
kadam, m. the foot;-—tulun, to raise the foot, to walk quickly
or vigorously, to step out, 99 ; K. Pr. 46.
kadun. to extract; conj. part. kaMth nyun*9 to carry out, bring
forth (from, a house), carry forth, K. Pr. 57.
&aduru9 m. a baker; sg. dat. kadri*, K. Pr. 20.
k/ia, m. the sky, firmament; the ether, the principle of vacuity
(i.q. sA£n9 q.v.); Ma~$waru$/i, he who consists of absolute
vacuity, the impersonal Supreme Deity, 15.
kdh, card, eleven; pi. dat. (for gen.) kdkan, 95 ; kdhan gav> the
cow of eleven owners, i. e. a cow owned by eleven different

